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CHAMPION SUPER HOSE

Certified EN 14540, in size mm 38, 45, 52, 63, 70, 75, 102.
100% polyester, CHAMPION was developed and patented by
THONI “AUSTRIA” which has over 30 years experience in the
production of hoses.
CHAMPION SUPER made externally in polyester, while the inner
lining is EPDM elastomer, the best product on the market for this
use.
High quality and accurate manufacturing processes give it a high
resistance to weather, aging, UV ozone, mould than any rubber
lining.
CHAMPION SUPER is suitable for industrial use.
You will get more than the price you pay, and will be never
disappointed, even after years, if treated properly during periodical
hydraulic test.
It is a certainty of good quality over time.
Marketed in Italy since 1975, known for unsurpassed lightness,
flexibility and great quality. Overpass all parameters specified by
EN 14540.
Excellent adhesion to polyester elastomer, three times more than
required by the standard.
Light and handy, allowing storage in small cabinets.
After use, we recommend drying before rewind and put into hose
cabinet.
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AUSTRIA
SUPERB, TRADITIONAL
QUALITY EXPERIENCE.
FIRE HOSE CHAMPION SUPER DN 45
Cod.

DN

mt Coupling

55226

45

20 Heavy coupling UNI 804/75

weight gr
1.720

FIRE HOSE CHAMPION SUPER DN 70
Cod.

DN

mt Coupling

55228

70

20 Heavy coupling UNI 804/75

weight gr
2.170

Available diameters in mm 38, 45, 52, 63, 70, 75, 102 and 15, 20, 25,
30, 60 mt lenght.
Couplings, brass, light alloy, bronze German Storz, British BSS 336,
American NST, and other.
Coupling STORZ

Coupling Afnor
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TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Type

Weight
Gr/mt

Working
pressure

Test
pressure

Burst
pressure

DN 45

200

12

20

>45

DN 70

400

12

20

>45

This hose is over 30 year in the market, never
had problems for leakages or burst during
the test required by EN 671 every 5 years
at 12 bars.
The high quality of elastomer GOMEL and the
unique process of lining gives the highest
adhesion possible with the polyester yarn.
The adhesion test required by the standard
EN 14540 is passed without any problem.
Binding of couplings is made with aluminium ring
or wired and protected with rubber sleeves.

Coupling BSS

Coupling Barcelona

Binding wire in according to UNI, protection rubber, PVC maintenance label UNI 671/3.
Made up by

experience, inovation, seriusly, high quality, for industrial and regularly use .

Technical data are subject to modification
for improvements without prior notice
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